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MARDIGRAS
IS HERE!
Rosemary, Carl
Reign as Royalty

CARNIVAL DANCE,
CONCESSIONS TO
CAP CELEBRATION
By RUTH MILLER
Pacific's Mardi Gras weekend is
here again, and with it comes to
night's rally with the breath-tak
ing moment of the queen's corona
tion. This year the queen candi
date chosen by an all campus bal
lot to receive the Mardi Gras
crown is pretty
The queen, an elementary cduca
tion major, is a Spur, and vicepresident of her sophomore class.
Attending as Mardi Gras prin
cesses are the following campus
lovelies: Zoe Hemphill,
QUEEN ROSEMARY AMES
a math major from Zeta Phi, Pat
. . . Beauty and . . .
Fong, a pharmacy major from the
Women's Residence Hall, Emy
to the PSA office this next week
an elementary education maAttention Seniors! or contact Ruth Simonson at Al Rose,
or from Alpha Theta Tau, Karen
Next week will be the last week pha Theta Tau.
Weir, an elementary education ma
eniors may order their rings
The rings are moderately priced jor from the Women's Residence
Hall, Pat Burns a physical ed ma
hrough Ruth Simonson, senior
for their high quality and make
jor from Tau Kappa Kappa, Linda
ilass treasurer at the PSA office.
ideal graduation gifts. Remember,
Lillie, a business education maor
U1 seniors who are interested in
deadline on all orders is May 15
from Manor Hall, and Nancy Ausluying a ring or seeing samples
—next Fn
Friday!
' all stone types are urged
urged to go -next
y-

UGLY MAN CARL HAMMERER
. . . The Beast . . .
tin, an education major from the
Women's Residence Hall.
Reigning with the Mardi Gras
Queen and her attendants, as Pa
cific's newly elected Ugly Man is
Carl Kammerer of Delta Upsilon.
Triumphing over seven other grim
acing male contenders for the Mar
di Gras title, Carl has earned his

right to rule as king of this week
end's festivities. Also, deserving
special mention are those brave
souls who resisted the temptation
of the cool, smooth shave to the
bitter end and emerged winners in
Pacific's notorious Beard Grow
ing Contest.
(Continued on page 2)
I TO

p § A. ELECTION RESULTS - - CONGRATS.
-I

'

•

Election Results
Junior Ron Loveridge was elect
ed Pacific student body president
for the 1959-60 school term, and
COP students approved the new
honor code for the new year in
last week's elections.
Voting on the honor code propo
sition was 457 yes, 268 no, and 164
abstaining.
Other PSA winners were as fol
lows:
Vice-President, Ginger I\eis,
secretary, Stella Barker; treasur
er Rich Roberts; rally commis
sioner. Del Alberti; yell leader
Stan Koenigsberger; social thair
man, Margaret Bodley' S"
class representative, s h e l
Thompson; and sophomore class
representative, Gerry Chong.
Winners of the Galen Laack
trophy, the Mardi Gras queen
contest and the Ugly Man contest
were announced tonight at the
Coronation rally in the Conserva
S.A. President
RON loveridoe—P

tory.

GINGER IYERS-P.SJV. Vice-President
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Stella Barker, COP's social chair
Pacific To Host
man, Dan Poynter, Carnival chair
man.
Foreign Students
Also appearing on the show will
(Continued from page 1)
be the new Mardi Gras Queen and
College of the Pacific will host
Commencing the Mardi Gras ac her seven lovely attendants. Hon a group of 33 Uruguyan students
tivities at 3:00 this afternoon, was ored as a special guest, along with May 20 through May'23.
the pie eating contest and free the other celebrities, will be Mr.
The International Education Ex
Editor-in-Chief
Kirk E. Scheufele swimming sponsored by the Wo Ugly Man himself, accompanied change Service of/he Departmeni
Business Manager
Robert Webster men's Recreation Association. At by the winner of the beard grow of State is sponsoring these archi
Assistant Editor
.
Jean McGuire 5:00, following the W.R.A. events ing contest.
tectural students in their tour ol
Staff Advisor
~
James R. Morrison many students attended the an Recognition for their work in the United States. They are here
Society Editor
J.
Martha J. Metzler nual Mardi Gras Barbecue, held planning Mardi Gras should go to to become acquainted with oui
Sports Editor
.
Salvadore Cortes Jr. on the lawn in front of the Ander the following representatives and way of life and to further theii
Editor of Fine Arts
Thomas C. Cloud son Dining Hall.
their respective organizations. knowledge of architecture. Ever
Feature Editor
Gretclien Trenholm The highlight of tomorrow's ac Queen Chairman, Bob Webster, Al though COP has no architeetura
Copy Editor
Carol George tivities will be the gay carnival pha Kappa Phi; Publicity, Ruth school, Pacific was chosen to rep
Circulation and Exchange Editor
Sandy Robinson dance to be held in the Municipal Miller Zeta Phi, and Barry May- resent a typical small college cam
Personnel Manager
Walt Christophersen Auditorium from 9:00 to 1:00. This field, Alpha Kappa Lambda; Ugly pus.
Public Relations Director
Bob Nielebeck year the gala affair will be ac Man Contest, Rosemary Ames, Ep- Harold Jacoby and Tom Claget
Staff Photographer
Robert Sweet cented by the theme, ''Around the silon Lambda Sigma; Carnival are heading the faculty-studen
Assistant Business Manager
Robert Laddish World with Mardi Gras." The dec Booths, Ted Lake, Men's Inter- committee planning the student':
Assistant Feature Editor
Roni Williams orations for the dance promise to dorm Council; Beard Contest, stay and itinerary. The member:
Assistant Sports Editor
George Neisen add a novel spark to the costume Randy Smith, Delta Upsilon; Car of this committee were chosen foi
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific StudentAsso frolic. The couples will enter the nival Chairman, Dan Poynter, Rho
their special interests and activ
ciation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
ballroom via the bottom of a huge Lambda Phi; Decorations, Ginger ities in connection with architect
Stockton, California under the Act of March 3, 1879.
balloon basket, of the type used in Ivers, and Pat Beson Women's ure and South America.
bygone days by would-be explor Residence Hall; Nomination Ral
There will be fourteen womei
Dean's Views On "Nationals"
e r s . . I n s i d e t h e y w i l l f i n d t h e ly, Frankie Dewey, Aplha Theta and nineteen men. All of then
MAY 5, 1959
dance floor circle with gaily dec Tau; Bids and Chaperones, Sharon will stay in the campus dormitor
orated booths representing vari Droskovick, Manor Hall; Barbe
With the establishment of two national fraternities on campus,
cue, Carlo Michelotti, Phi Delta
there have come from both local sororities and fraternities questions ous countries.
Among the concessions t o b e Chi, and Shiela Phillips, Tau Kap
concerning the procedures to be followed in changing a local to a
PHI MU ALPHA
national fraternity. Prior to the establishment of Alpha Kappa seen at the dance will be Rhizo- pa Kappa.
RECITAL
MONDAY
Lambda in 1954, the Board of Trusees of the College issued the fol- mia's record throw booth, with a
Cuban
theme;
Zeta
Phi's
South
LIST OF MERCHANTS
lowing statement.
Phi Mu Alpha, honorary musii
American voodoo toss; Epsilon's CONTRIBUTING TO THE
"The traditional policy of the College with regard to national
fraternity, will present its recita
ornamental
dart
and
balloon
QUEEN AND HER COURT:
fraternities and national sororities will continue; that is, the
on Monday, May 11, at 4:15.
booth; Alpha Thete's fish bowl
Cap's Jewelry in the Marengo
College is not opposed to those groups who:
One of the features on the pre
throw, in south sea decor; Tau Center, Queen's trophy and en
1. Do not retain racial and religious segregation clauses in their Kappa's Icelandic snow cone
gram will be one of a set of sevei
graved compacts to her court.
constitution, and
sonatas for trumpet and pianc
booth; Spurs balloon shaving
Beckloff's, a handbag for the an original work by Stan Becklei
2. Who maintain constitutional provisions or other rules of oper booth, done in Russian style; Man
Queen.
Lloyd Gabbert will play trumpe
ation which show that the fraternity (or sorority) is in con o r H a l l ' s S a u d i A r a b i a n w e t
Brown House, box of hose to and Mr. Beckler, piano.
formance with the standards of this college.
sponge booth; Women's Dorm the Queen and her court.
The recital will be held in th
"Before a local fraternity or sorority can apply for a national Chinese penny pitch booth; West
Ernie Reeds, novelties to the conservatory auditorium and i
charter it must:
Hall's Indian rat race booth; Phi Queen and her court.
free to all.
1. Have the support of its alumni council
Delta Chi's Congo Spear throw;
Esquire Theater, 4 compliment
Alpha Kappa Lambda's Italian ary passes to the Queen.
2. Show its ability to meet its financial obligations
3. Notify the Personnel Committee through the Dean of Men or jvolcanic; Alpha Epsilon Phi's ThaiJack Hanna, one LP record to "Y" TO FEATURE
Women of its desire to become affiliated with a national be- land rice throw; Archania's Si- the Queen.
CHANNEL CRUISE
berian dunking booth; Delta Upfore it makes any committments to the national."
Katten & Marengo, $5.00 mer
A Channel Cruise to Los
At a recent meeting of the Personnel Committee which is the silon's French hoop the leg booth; chandise order to the Queen.
committee designated by the College to approve new campus or South Hall's Mexican car smash.
Knobby, $5.00 merchandise or Island, sponsored by the recre:
tion committee of the Colleg
ganizations, this basic attitude of the College of the Pacific was
The Mardi Gras carnival dance der to the Queen.
"spelled out". We are committed to the proposition that the mem will have as its outstanding at
Manor House, two surprise din "Y", will be held on May 16, fror
bers of the fraternities or sororities on campus must be permitted traction the Gus Bivona Band. The ners for the Queen.
7:30—12:00.
The boat, "Happy Go Lucky,
to elect members regardless of their race or religion. As far as a Bivona band, although new in the
The Reef, Cantonese dinner for
will be used for the cruise to th
national organization is concerned this means that the chapter on dance field, has been featured on two for the Queen.
our campus must not be restricted in its selection of members by the Steve Allen NBC-TV show and
Salvatore's, a shampoo and set Island, where the party will danc
any ruling from a national headquarters which directly or indirectly has been billed as one of Ameri for the Queen.
and recreate.
bars individuals because of their race or religion.
According to Kim Morris, th
ca's favorite bands at the Holly
A national fraternity or sorority meets the College of the Pa wood Palladium. It has also been
general chairman, there are onl
r
cific standards for selection of members if its constitution, by-laws, featured in southern California Service/ Tuesday
a limited number of tickets avai
rules for selection of members or pledge manual procedures, con with the Kingston Trio.
able. They may be purchased fc
Chapel Theme
tain no statement of segregation or implied segregation by obtaining
$1.75
a piece at the College "7
Students interested in the in
SERVICE will be the theme or from members of the commi
national approval. In order to implement this requirement, the Col
side story of Mardi Gras are in
discussed by Mr. Verne Orr as he tee.
lege will require a statement in writing from the national officers
vited to tune in to "Pacific Pro
continues the Chapel series: Self
of any fraternity or sorority which we are considering for a chapter
files" Saturday the 11th, at 1:45
to Discipleship.
on our campus, as to whether or not it will accept members of
P.M. on KOVR-TV Chan. 13. This
COMING SOON
Mr. Orr has had a broad educa
minority groups. It should be noted that the College raises other
week's program produced and di
Sunday,
May 17, is the date si
tion
which
led
in
turn
to
an
ex
questions concerning the standards of a prospective national in
rected by two Pacific students, tensive business career. Having for the annual STRAWBERR
volving its finances, house operation, scholarship standards, cooper
Martha Metzler and Jerry Yingst
been graduated from the Univers BREAKFAST sponsored by tt
ation with the College administration and chapter supervision.
will feature COP social life in gen
ity of Colorado Law School he College "Y".
eral, with a special spotlight
All the strawberries you can e.
served as Superintendent of
Foreign Students' Club turned on this weekend's Mardi Schools in Iowa and later as con plus coffee, milk, and biscuits wi
Pacific's
Foreign
Students' Gras festivities. With Mr. Zimmer sulting professor of the Stanford be the fare for the morning. _
Club, composed of members from man of the College of the Pacific Graduate School of Business. He
The price for students is
College of the Pacific Conserva the Middle East, Asia and North Speech Department as host, the has also been in the automobile cents; adults 80 cents and 50 cen
tory of Music will present the America, will present an Inter program will include interviews business for forty-four years.
for children.
A Cappella Choir in its home con national Presentation Night on with the two COP students most
cert on Tuesday, May 12, at 8:15 Friday, May 15. Time and place directly responsible for the organ *•izing of the Mardi Gras activities,
p.m.
will be announced.

MARDIGRAS

GHOIR IN HOME
CONCERT TUESDAY

The Choir, under the direction
of J. Russell Bodley, recently re
turned from its annual tour and
will sing for the student body
many of the favorites that were
featured on its state-wide trip.
The event will be held in the
conservatory auditorium. The
price will be $1.00 for adults and
$.50 for students.

Song Girls and
Yell Leader Tryouts
THURSDAY, MAY 21
IN CONSERVATORY
AUDITORIUM —3:30

Many of the Pacific students do-"
not know the foreign students
who are attending school here,
despite the fact that there are
more students frpm other coun
tries at COP than are at most of
the other small Western colleges.
"This means a great opportun
ity for us to learn of the customs
of other peoples," said Abby Wasserman, chairman of the evening.
"It's a way to work toward an
| understanding of the cultures of
nations we've thus far only read
about."
It is for these reasons that the
foreign students are organizing
this program of dances, songs and
skits from their homelands.

ATTENTION

Anyone interested in apply
ing for one of the four PSA ap
pointive offices—Student Af
fairs, Communications, Organ
izations, and Drives—should
turn in his application at Archania or at the PSA office be
fore Wednesday, May 23, 1959.
If questions arise as to the
form of the application or as
to the responsibility of the of
fice, do not hesitate to contact
me.
Ron Loveridge
PSA President

Get Ready for MARDI GRAS
Crepe Hair

—

Rouge

Powder'n Paint

ON THE CAMPUS FOR YOU

Poge Three
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RECITY—XKAL O'DOAN, Pianist

Third Annual Woman's
Say Slated For May 14

P R O G R A M
I

Italian Concerto
..Bach
°st '
Allego
Its
Andante
Presto
iuite- °P* 14
- —Bartok
«r
Allegretto
"-hiScherzo
1
of
Allegro molto
ere
Sostenuto
^ur
INTERMISSION
ieir
III
^nations, op. 35, on a Theme by Paganini
Brahms
Book I
eP'
Book II
Jm4shers are members of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and Mu Phi Epsilon
|
CONSERVATORY AUDITORIUM
Sunday afternoon, May 10, 1959
4:00 o'clock

Printer's Devils
_The

Weekly Staff

Women students on the College
of the Pacific campus will be
united on Thursday, May 14 for
the third annual Woman's Day. A
wide variety of activities have
been planned by the AWS board
which is once again sponsoring
the event. Dark skirts, white
blouses, and pink flowers will be
worn by all the women on cam
pus. "Today?" is the theme for
this year's Woman's Day.

The day's activities begin with
a convocation at 11 o'clock in the
A reputation for ringing tele
conservatory. A poolside fashion
show sponsored by the Brown phones, frowning editors, and an
House and an exhibition of syn atmosphere of enthusiastic labor
chronized swimming will be giv has the Pacific Weekly, and chief
"SEAL O'DOAN
en at 3:30. That evening the an among its laborers is Business
forJenior Piano Major (B.Mus. degree) from Sparks, Nevada
nual AWS Banquet will be held Manager, Bob Webster!
Iiv'jampus Affiliations:
in the new dining hall at which
Bob is most often found in the
-tf" Pi Kappa Lambda
time there will be tapping of quiet corner of the Weekly office
Phi Kappa Phi '
George Wiiliam MacMurphey, Spurs and Knolens and the an and manages to make it one of
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities
graduating senior of the School of nouncement of outstanding senior the most productive corners oc
em
Academic Standards Committee
Pharmacy, College of the Pacific, woman. Following the banquet, cupied by staff members. One
or'Professional Awards and Engagements:
Stockton has been awarded the the Knolens will lead a candle might find it a little hard to in
| Soloist, Stockton Symphony, December 1957 (Rachmaninoff 1959 Lehn and Fink Gold Medal light procession to Morris Chapel vade this busy corner when ef
Rhapsody)
Plaque for the highest scholastic where the AWS officers for next ficiency is at its peak, as one
December 1958 (Brahms Concerto in B Flat)
average in his class. This is the year will be installed. Marielle lowly reporter discovered when
Soloist, Fresno Philharmonic, February 1959 (Brahms Concerto first graduating class of this new Tsukamoto will be the presiding fighting valiantly for an inter
' in B Flat). In this appearance, winner of first prize ($250.00) School of Pharmacy and, there officer, and Ginger Tucker will view! !
A senior accounting major. Bob
i sic
in Fresno Philharmonic Young Artists Competitions. These fore, Mr. MacMurphey is the first lead an all-girl choir. The officers
Competitions were state-wide and began with 46 contestants. to receive this award, which was which will be installed are presi was also chairman of the Mardi
Artist Recital in Reno, Nevada, May 21, 1959.
presented to him at the Annual dent, Gaylene Nichols; first vice- Gras Queen Contest, and is past
president, Corrine Connolly; sec president of Alpha Kappa Phi.
>1'0Awards Banquet on May 2nd.
Mr. MacMurphey, who is mar ond vice-president, Thais Kishi; Fame is his also for his recent
ried and has a daughter, Kaythrin recording secretary, Sue Bardin; pinning to Miss Jeannie Thomp
3 years old, is the son of G. W. corresponding secretary, Susie son, announced recently at his
MacMurphey of 7532 8th Street, Harper; treasurer, Beady Butter- fraternity and in the Pacific
1 Many students went to the polls
Rio Linda, Calif. He attended the baugh; publicity chairman, Teddy Weekly.
So, if ever you should enter the
McBee; and historian, Janice Marefcst week to elect the various stuSense or nonsense? The spon Grand Union High School in Rio oot.
hallowed but hectic walls of the
sJent body officers and to vote on
Linda. At the School of Pharm
local newspaper office, tn the
le Honor Code. However, due sors of Dr. Reynolds ask You acy he was a member of the
Mrs. Ted Baun, Pacific gradu
a complicated system of pref- to be the judge.
American Pharmaceutical Assoc ate of 1927 and wife of the presi quiet but busy .corner you will
find a well-rounded young man
vential ballots, many votes had
On July 1, 1958, Earle L. Rey iation, Phi Delta Chi, Blue Key, dent of the Pacific Board of Trus with top efficiency rating . . . Mr.
be disqualified. Interest varied
(honor society) and Phi Kappa tees, will be the speaker at the
the many different parts of nolds, Ph.D., sailed into a nuclear Phi (honor society). He was also 11 o'clock convocation. Distin Bob Webster! !
testing zone near Japan for three a laboratory assistant in pharma
le ballot.
guished civic and church leader •••«•••••••••••••••••••
The soon-to-be sophomore class reasons. The first was as a pro cology and dispensing. He intends ship marks Mrs. Baun's career.
td the rest of the members of test against continued nuclear to enter the retail pharmacy field Her long work through the Meth
le PSA by casting 65.4% of their testing and nuclear war, and the in Sacramento.
odist Women's Society of Chris
ital class vote (384 members)
The
Gold
Medal
Award
was
tian Service was climaxed in Sac
second was as a defense of the
ir Sophomore Representative,
concept of the freedom of the originally established by Lehn ramento when she became presi
text came the junior class votseas. The third arose from the de and Fink Products Corporation, dent of the organization for the
lg for Senior Rep. with 63.4%
a leading producer of proprietary California-Nevada Conf e r e n c e.
cision of the Atomic Energy Com
those qualified (374 members),
drugs, cosmetics and toiletries, in For two years she was Dean of
mission in the case of the "Gold
le sophomore class brought up
1924 as an incentive to pharmacy the annual School of Missions of
en Rule" which forbade Ameri
le low spot by casting 62.8%
students for inceased diligence in the Society, held annually on the
cans to enter the nuclear testing
Pacific campus. Currently Mrs.
it of 296 members.
RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
zone of the western Pacific. Dr. their studies.
The Honor Code, a hot issue
Now celebrating its 35th Anni Baun heads the educational com
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Reynolds believed this to be ille
versary, the Gold Medal Award mittee of the Fresno County
the elections, received a total
Weekly
— Monthly — Quarterly
gal and unconstitutional.
program is participated in by 60 Grand Jury. She is also-a leader
f 889 votes or 64.6% of the
Standard, Portable and Electric
For the action which he took, colleges of pharmacy across the in P.E.O., is active in many civic
ualified votes. The breakdown
Models, All Makes
affairs in Fresno, and is on the
as: yes 457; no 268; abstain 164. Dr. Reynolds was arrested by the country.
EASY BUDGET TERMS
board of the Fresno YMCA.
'nfortunately, few students took U.S. Coast Guard, tried, found
LOW RENTAL RATES
me to study this issue thorough- guilty, and sentenced to two years PHILOSOPHY GROUPS
'Today Well Lived" will be Mrs. Open Thurs. Eyes. Until 9:00 o'clock
' and consequently could not imprisonment. His case is now un
Baun's subject which should be
der appeal in the San Francisco TO HOLD BANQUET
lake an objective decision.
of
great interest to all women
The Pacific chapter of Phi Sig
Suprisingly, Clyde Lunch re court of appeals. The point
students.
ma
Tau,
the
national
philosophy
vived nearly 50 write-in votes brought out by Dr. Reynolds is
»r Head Yell Leader. Stan Koen- this: is the United States practic honor society, in a joint meeting
,'sberger rode in on a huge pop ing piracy by arresting a ship with the Pacific Philosophy Club,
BUSINESS MACHINES
will hold its annual presidential
lar wave despite this unexpected sailing on the high seas?
address and banquet on Friday,
114 N. California
HO 5-5881
^position. Campus voter interest
Don't prejudge this case. Earle
May
12.
topped to a low of 59.5% on the Reynolds will be at COP on Tues
nMHrnnmn""""1
The address will be given by
Efice of Social Chairman.
day, May 12 during the noon hour James E. Alexander, this year's
in the North Dining room of An president of the Philosophy Club
derson Hall. Come hear him in the Faculty Lounge at 5:15
sian Academy Degree
speak, you might be interested in p.m. He will speak on the topic,
andidates To Begin Exams
what he has to say. If you don't "A Philistine Looks at Art."
HALLMARK CARDS
Final examinations for doctoral eat at Anderson, come after you
Following the address, the ban
d masters' candidates at the eat. The problem of Atomic Test quet will be served in the dining
for Mother's Day . . .
herican Academy of Asian Stu- ing is real to all of us. Why not room of the Women's Residence
Graduation . . .
:s in San Francisco will begin make an attempt to learn more
Hall, at the cost of $1.50 per per
day and will end on Friday, about its effects?
Father's Day . . .
son, or 25 cents per person plus
ly 15.
Bon Voyage . . .
Dr. Reynolds has a Ph.D in an a college meal ticket. At the close
Giving the oral examinations
of the Banquet, elections of offi
thropology
from
the
University
)m COP, will be Drs. Ding, Fox,
See our Complete Selection
of Wisconsin. At the request of cers for the Philosophy Club for
etmann, Santoni, Soule, and
of CONTEMPORARY CARDS
the National Academy of Sciences the school year 1959-60.
'tter. The exams will be in the
he went to Hiroshima, Japan in
'Ids of Philosophy, Religion, So
1951 to set up a research program
STUDENT RATE
il Studies, Economics, Music,
to measure the effects of radia
TUES. thru FRI.
d Education.
tion from A-bombs on the growth
50c UP TO 8 LBS.
The American Academy of AsWash and Dried
2034 PACIFIC AVE.
and development of exposed child
MERA ORNER
i Studies is a graduate school
HO 2-1132
ren. Then in 1958 he sailed into
BERRY LAUNDROMAT
COP and its affiliation with
222 LINCOLN CENTER
the forbidden waters. Sense or
is school will be discontinued at
Nonsense?
YOU
be
the
judge.
5 end of this semester.

fresh Lead Campus
fn ¥ote Turnout

MacMurphey VJins
Pharmacy Award

Nuclear Weapons
Foe To Speak

TYPEWRITERS

Adding
Machines

| San(joaquin

TUvtttofada

Gluskin's Got 'em

G

P

I
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WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK

Fran, Joe
Engaged

NEWS FROM THE GREEKS
By SUE TALBOT

ALPHA THETA TAU
Alumni and membership of Alpha Theta Tau will meet at the
Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco on the afternoon of May 17th.
They will discuss activities of the past year and plans for the com
ing semester. Officers will give their reports, and a luncheon will
be enjoyed by all attending.
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
Among the first known records of faculty meetings at the Col
lege of the Pacific, it is written that a group of girls from the
Emendian Literary Society, presently Epsilon Lambda Sigma, were
seen fleeing from the meeting place after depositing flowers, ice
cream, and cake. Thursday, April 30th, the ghosts of Emendia were
seen running from the faculty meeting which was held in Anderson
Social Hall. Later, faculty members found a box of cookies, sur
rounded by flowers, on the doorstep.
Saturday, May 2nd, nine of Epsilon's graduating seniors took
the first "Senior Sneak" in Epsilon history. The group enjoyed a
fun weekend at the Flamingo Motel in Stateline, Nevada.
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
Iceland is the country that Tau Kappa is representing for Mardi
Gras. Their booth will resemble an igloo, and they will be selling
snow cones at the dance tomorrow night.
Tau Kappa will host members of the Sacramento State frater
nity, Chi Sigma Rho, Wednesday, May 13th. A bar-b-que will be held
in the back yard of Tau Kappa, and the theme will be western.
ZETA PHI
Graduating seniors of Zeta Phi will be honored at a banquet
on May 21st. This will be given by the Zeta Phi alumni.
Gail Terwilliger is in charge of Zeta Phi's pledging activities.
She is assisted by Marielle Tsukamoto, Roberta White, and Mar
garet Olden.
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
Alpha Kappa Lambda's pledge dance, "Two Yard Hop," is
scheduled for Friday, May 19th. A few days before the dance, each
member will buy his date two yards of material. The member's date
is required to make a costume for each of them out of the two
yards, and the couple bringing back the most material will win a
prize.
ALPHA KAPPA PHI
Monday, May 4th, pledges of Archania were formally initiated
at Morris Chapel. The group of eighteen were honored at a dinner
in their fraternity house following the five o'clock initiation.
Siberia will be Archania's Mardi Gras theme, and they will have
a dunking booth on Saturday evening at the dance.
DELTA UPSILON
Formal initiation for the first Delta Upsilon pledge class on the
Pacific campus was held Sunday, May 3rd, at Morris Chapel. Family
and friends of new members attended the initiation.
Rehearsals have begun for DU's Spring Serenade. This will be
on the evening of May 20th, and the brothers will choose their "DU
Girl."
Highlighting the social season, Delta Upsilon will present their
annual spring formal at the Stockton Golf and Country Club on May
22nd.
Dinner will commence at seven o'clock in the evening, and Pete
Devanis' band will provide music until two in the morning.
Larry Swan has been selected to be editor of the "Bull Sheet."
This paper will contain DU alumni news.
The brothers of Delta Upsilon wish to thank everyone who con
tributed to the Galen Laack Memorial Trophy. It is presently at the
fraternity house, and all those who wish to see it are welcome.
RHO LAMBDA PHI
Sunday, May 3, the fifteen pledges of Rho Lambda Phi were
formally initiated. The traditional yell was given outside the house
to climax the ceremony.
Men of Rhizomia are presently preparing for Mardi Gras fes
tivities tonight and tomorrow. In keeping with their tradition, the
Rhizites will feature a record smashing booth.

[
"Stockton's Garden Motel"

For Relaxing,
Quiet Atmosphere
8009 N. 99 HI WAY
GR 7-0287

MANOR HOUSE
"For Continental Dining"

Supper Dancing
Wed., Fri. & Sat. Nights
8103 N. 99 HI WAY
GR 7-4881
Both are located at one location
and are Easily Accessible by
Hammer Lane from COP

Asst' Feature Editor

April 30 was the date that
Frances Cramer chose to an
nounce her engagement to Joe
Dieu. A blue candle adorned with
white roses and her ring were
passed among the members of
section seven in the Women's
Residence. A story-poem read by
four of her friends led up to the
announcement.
Fran's hometown is Los An
geles. She is a low sophomore
this semester majoring in ele
mentary education. Her fiance
lives in Modesto where he is work
ing with his father. Joe has at
tended Modesto J.C. and plans to
continue his major, agriculture,
at Cal Poly. Fran plans to com
On April 2, Carolyn Watson and plete her education there also.
Don Beckie announced their pin
ning at Zeta Phi.
W.R.H. Displays Fashions
The ceremony consisted of an
original poem being read and a
Wednesday evening, members
box of chocolates passed. One of
of the AWS Council of the Wo
the chocolates contained the an
men's Residence Hall held a fa
nouncement. Carolyn received a
shion show at 6:45 in the formal
dozen red roses and she and he.r
lounge of the hall. The summer
sorority sisters were serenaded
fashions modeled were provided
by members of Alpha Kappa
by the Brown House. Models were
Lambda in a candlelight serenade.
selected from the twelve sections
Carolyn is a sophomore music
major from La Mesa. She is a of the Residence Hall.
member of the a cappella choir,
I want courage
Mu Phi Epsilon and the Madri
And love.
gals.
Isn't it a symbol of my defeat?
Don is a junior music major
What on earth is love?
from Alameda. He is associated
Is it something that
with Phi Mu Alpha and a mem
Really exists?
ber of the band, orchestra and
— Masako Murayama
clarinet sextet at COP.

Epsilon Lambda Sigma wishes
to introduce their Woman of the
Week—Janet (Jan) Wanger. Jan,
a junior, has chosen an unusual
combination of courses here at
Pacific. Elementary education is
her major and political science
her minor. After she graduates,
she plans to teach either fourth
or fifth grade. As for the location
of her teaching position she says,
"Tahoe would be fun, or the Pa
cific Coast."

flDALINE'S WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES
Dear Addy,
I'm a confused, frustrated, un
adjusted graduating senior, be
cause it seems as though I have
no function in life. Funny thing,
how I get the D.T.'s every time
somebody confronts me with the
hate joke of the month: "... and
what are you going to do next
year?" Aside from the fact that
I have no job, I can't get into
graduate school, and I have only
five weeks left to make some sort
of arrangements for the remaind
er of my life, things are really
GREAT. Hey, Addy, what do ya'
think?
Unadjusted Undergraduate

We passed on the walk;
He did not speak. I wonder—
Dear U.U.
Has he forgotten
Don't sweat the small stuff.
That night of love,
You might take the Federal Civil
Or was it just a dream?
—Kathy Harra Service Exam tomorrow, if you
can ever figure out where and
when it is given. If you flunk it,
j "
* take a small trip. Maybe China is
still in need of someone to carry
children over the mountains.
Available For All
By george, there's ailother al
ternative. Remember M a r g i e
Recitals and Concerts
I
Screws? You could join the
"Waves" and take a fj-ee trip on
Quality
your rich uncle. But then, even
Uncle only wants about 600 nieces
| Recording Service
at a time.
?
1217 N.WILSON WAY
Five weeks left, huh? Does
HO 4-7464
your mother need a house clean
er?

I Records and Tapes

By RONI WILLIAMS

Carolyn-Don
Pinned

Dear Addy,
There's a big mix-up in my date
book for the week-end of May 22
and 23.1 wanted to ask this really
neat boy to the Pan Hell formal,
but I also want him to ask me to
his formal the night before. The
problem is, I'm afraid s'omebody
else might ask me out before ev
erything is arranged. It's positive
ly great being popular and all,
but sometimes the complexity of
situations get me down. Have you
got any ideal solution to my prob
lem?
Popular Pat
Dear Popular,
This situation has occurred sev
eral times in the past when the
D.U. formal and the Pan Hell for
mal have fallen on the same week
end. If you popular gals play it
real cool, you may find yourself
with a really neat date for two
really neat functions.
Ad-libs:
Here's a chuckle: the sorority
pledges took their sneaks during
these last two weeks . . . Don't
forget mother this Sunday . .
How do you like paying for your
diploma? . . . Jack Willoughby,
Ron Loveridge, Ginger Ivers, and
Rich Roberts have been repre
senting Pacific at the P.S.P.A.
conference in Reno since Wednes-

Show tunes dominate her rec
ord collection, however, she likes
all kinds of music except rock 'n
roll. Jan has a hint of domestic
tendencies which is shown by the
fact that she likes to knit and
sew. When asked for whom she
knits, she replied simply "family".
But she is not just an indoor girl.
The out-of-doors appeals to her,
especially when she is playing
tennis or is swimming.

Last year our Woman of the
Week, who hails from Vallejo,
was a Spur. In her freshman year
she was on AWS Standards
Board. Also she has served her
sorority as corresponding secre
tary, and this semester as rush
chairman. Student Affairs and
Social Control Boards have taken
up much of her time this year.
Hawaii seems to be a favorite
dream of many of COP, and Jan
is no exception.
'
Here's hoping your dream be
comes a reality for you, Jan Wan
ger.
day . . . It's dark skirts, white
blouses, and pink flowers for all
you gals on May 14 . . . Members
of the old and new senates will
meet on Monday evening for
their annual banquet . . . It's
about those Uruguayan architects
. . . This week-end will be a busy
one with all the Mardi Gras ac
tivities. The activities begin on
Friday with the pie eating con
test, the barbecue, and the coro
nation rally and will end Satur
day with the ever-popular Mardi
Gras Ball . . . Congratulations to
the newly elected PSA officers
. . . Funny sight during fraternity
"hell week" was watching mem
bers of Archania play ping pong
using Jerry Chong as a ping pong
ball . . . New addition to the tra
ditional Woman's Day program is
a pool-side fashion show.
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BEYOND THE THORNS
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Shirley Ross Honored

By BRUCE KLEIN1MAN

Section '4 of the Women's Resi
I remember, as a little boy, going
She smiled at me. "They are dence Hall surprised their coun
to church with Justine. Mme. de also to protect God," she said. selor, Shirley Ross, with a kitchen
Loup insisted on my coming, for, "Once you overcome the thorns, shower given in the informal
lounge of the hall Thursday eve
aS she said, "we have always gone you will see beauty."
ning, April 30, at 10 p.m.
to church with a man, and today,
'God is beauty?" I asked, try
After the gifts were opened and
grnile, you are our man." I was ing to make sure of what she was
displayed, refreshments, consist
pleased to be chosen, not so much saying.
ing of sherbet punch and a spec
because of Mme. de Loup, but for
She stopped to look at me. "You
Mile, de Loup, of whose beauty, know," she said, "I don't believe ially-decorated cake, were served.
Shirley will become Mrs. Scott
even at this tender age, had me you got a word out of what the
Autrey, Saturday, June 13, when
enthralled.
Minister was saying today. No, I the couple will be married in Mor
Edouard, Justine's brother, who don't believe you did."
ris Chapel.
was two years older than I, had
A tear came to her eyes. "Jus
been sent away to military school tine," I said, "you are beauty, you
right after his father, the Baron are truth, you are love."
de Loup, had died. And I, through
"No, not I," she said crying
There is good news today for
some strange workings of fate,
those of you that violently hate
chanced upon this family through now. "God is! God is!
I watched as she ran towards this column; after today there
no fault of my aunt, whose house
in Criquebac was my home for a her house, and when I got to are only three more issues of this
while. My aunt had told me that mine, my aunt was on the porch paper still to be printed this year.
there was one woman whom I waiting for me. "Where have you Furthermore, if some of you have
should not meet, because, as she been this morning?" she asked a bit of luck, I'll oversleep and
thus miss turning in this ques
put it "contaminates the very air sternly.
'I went to church with Justine, tionable masterpiece.
with a most foul smell."
I replied.
Over the past few days some
However, as I walked through
And with Mme. de Loup, too, I
almost unbelievable things have
the garden of our little village, try supper!" she said.
happened to various Confidential
ing to decide which I liked better,
"At least she went!" I replied,
the roses or the chrysanthemum's, becoming angry with her implica reporters around the world. In the
a young girl, whom I later found tions, and knowing that my aunt middle east the King of Jordan
made our reporter ong of his sons
out was the daughter of Mme. de had not gone.
and gave him twenty wives. The
Loup, popped out of the bushes
'Hypocrite! That's what she is,
and succeeded in frightening me. a hypocrite! Her husband dies and day after that our reporter re HAVE YOU GALS MISSED YOUR FAVORITE KCVN NEWS
It could lie because Mel Slocum Is now attend
I recoiled for an instant, but as she laughs. She goes out with sol signed. Down under in Australia CASTER?
soon as I saw the laughter in her diers, common ordinary soldiers. our young crusading reporter was ing the national convention in Columbus, Ohio, of Alpha Epsilon
face, felt suddenly warmed over I saw one there last night." She killed in a Kangaroo stampede. Rho, Radio and Television Broadcasting Fraternity. Mel, COl's of
Your Central American spy was
ler gaiety.
grabbed me by the collar. "I for captured by the Panamain gov ficial delegate, accompanied by another KC A N favorite, A1 Case,
Who am I to say that at eleven bid you ever to see her or her ernment. Of course he was trying
will return to campus Sunday, following a 10-day journey into the
fears I was in love, but over these daughter again, do you hear?"
to overthrcAv the government at
)ast years, I have yet to love an
I ran up to my room and buried the time of his arrest. Up north Midwest.
>ther as deeply. Justine used to my face in my pillow. She fol in Alaska Confidential's newest
•ead poetry to me, and although I lowed me up.
reporter has disappeared while
"I'm going to phone your moth investigating an Eskimo uprising.
lad never heard some of her se
DOWN TO THE
ections before, felt as if the mean er," she said, "and tell her to send With all this sad news we are
SUN IN
ngs were perfectly clear. Even for you right away. I don't want glad to report one happy event.
low, as I reread the passages the responsibility of having you On May 1 the Communist Grand
rom Dante over again in my soli go wrong!"
Councel of Book Writer gave its
Several years passed, and al first place award for 1959 to our
ude, her voice, her laughter, still
•choes the truth and I still get the though Justine and I only ex East German "brother" reporter.
changed two or three letters, I The award was for his book called
lame meanings.
The Minister's sermon was en knew that my love for her was Brother Keep An Eye On Your
itled, "Where do we find God?" I true. Edouard had returned to Mother or Spy On To Others As
vatched Mme. de Loup's face as Criquebec shortly after I had left You'd Have Them Spy On To
he minister spoke of "God of and our correspondence proved You.
more active and fruitful. He told
Jove," for it was only a week
Although there has not been
igo that her husband died and me that Justine was afraid of love any outstanding Playboy this
inly last night that sounds of and planned to devote all her life week, as usual there is a Playgirl.
aughter were coming from her to God. "God is the only one I can This week it is Carole Ann Giggy.
'oom where she was entertaining love," she told him, "for only He Carole's home away from home
is infinite." Yet, Edouard told me is the New Women's Dorm. For
in officer from the military,
lame up to her door to kiss her that she thought of me and spoke those who wish to write to Carole
goodnight, for I had grown very of me to him and his mother con during the summer months her
fond of her and disbelieved my stantly. I wrote to him that I home address is 2032 East Cliff
lunt as to her character. Mme. de wanted to see her again, but he Drive, Santa Cruz, California.
warned me against it. "It would be
Loup was quite bereaved over the
Confidentially yours
of no good to either of you, he
ieath of her husband, and sought
Dave Towell
said, "for her mind is made up."
surcease through laughter instead
However, one Sunday I received
of tears. I did not enter her room,
a telegram from Edouard saying
however, for I felt strangely
that Justine was terribly ill and
afraid.
that she was asking for me. I hur Friday, May 8—
"God is Truth," repeated the
ried down to Criquebac, not even
7:30—Mardi Gras Rally and
Minister and I looked this time at
bothering to pack or to get my
Coronation
Justine. Our eyes met and our
mother's permission. When I ar
hands touched momentarily. ' God rived there, I was informed that Saturday, May 9—
Mardi Gras Ball and Carnival
is in Nature," continued the Min
I was too late.
Civic Memorial Auditorium
ister. I knew the wisdom in that
"But why, how?" I asked. I was
for that was where I found Jus told that Justine had been very ill Sunday, May 10—
tine, and only through God could as a child and that she only had a
•Senior Recital, 4:0<>-Conserva
such a thing come into my life. few years to live. Suddenly, every
tory
goy leather thong
"God is everywhere," and I looked thing became clear to me. Her
Monday, May 11—
around me to see the glass stained mother tried to comfort me. She
sandals in a variety
Senate Banquet 6:00
Windows, the quiet, peaceful faces too, was sad. "Justine is dead, I
Tuesday,
May
12
of styles and colors to
of the congregation, and the illu cried. "God is dead, also."
•Chapel
minated cross looking down upon
make your Summer
•A Cappella Choir Home Con
us. I felt the feeling of something
cert
8:15
more pleasant. Wear
else inside me, something which I
Wednesday, May 13—
took to be my love for Justine.
them with play
Epsilon-Archania exchange b-s
After the service, Justine pulled
Alpha Thete-D.U. exchange 6-8
clothes, cotton dresses
me along with her to the gardens.
Thursday, May 14—
We held hands walking amongst
and on the
WOMEN'S DAY
the flowers, and she laughed con
Knolens-Faculty Women
ocean.
stantly at me when I asked her
Breakfast
What each flower was called. "Here
AWS Convocation
is God and Beauty," she told me.
2019 Pacific Ave,
AWS Luncheon
"And here," she said, pointing^
Women's Day Banquet
a rose, "are the thorns of life.
•Forum Arts Credit
"The thorns are to protect the
flower," I insisted.

Confidential

Social Calendar

LEARN AND
OBEY YOUR
CAMPUS TRAFFIC
REGULATIONS

/
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WORLD TRIOR CHAMPS ARE
READY FOR RELAYS SAT.

The greatest collection of track athletes in the world gather
together Saturday to take dead aim on both the meet and world
record books in the 33rd annual West Coast Relays in Fresno's Ratcliffe Stadium.
Four Olympic champions and five more present or past world
record holders are ready to lead-t
—
the assault on the record book. was not submitted for a record
Heading the list is sprinter Bobby due to field irregularities.
Morrow, a triple winner at the
SPEED FEATURED
1956 Olympic Games.
Speed as well as strength will
GOLD MEDAL WINNERS
be a West Coast Relays feature.
Other Olympic champs that are Norton and Morrow have both
on hand are hop-step-jumper Ad- equalled the 100-yard record of
hemar DaSilva, shot-putter Parry 9.3 seconds (set at the 1948 WCR
O'Brien, and high jumper Charles by Mel Patton) and will be
Dumas, with DaSilva and O'Brien pushed by Norton's San Jose
having won gold medals in both State teammate, Bobby Poynter,
the 1952 and 1956 Games.
who has a legitimate 9.5 and a
The other entrants who hold or wind-blown 9.4 to his credit.
have held world records in their Along with the Olympic Champs
events are Gordon Pirie, (5,000) will be present Northern Califor
meters, Dallas Long, and Bill Nie- nia's best high school tracksters,
der (shot put) Ray Norton (100 who will join their elders in a
yards and 100 meters) and Bob wholesale assault on the meet rec
Gutowski (pole vault).
ord book. Heading the record chal
The king-sized entry list prob lenge are two prepsters who rate
ably won't be the only record es with the nation's best—Dave Dun
tablished during this year's West bar of Westmoor (Daly City) and
Coast Relays; however, World Dixon Farmer of Miramonte (Orrecords will be in danger in at inda).
least nine events—5,000 meters,
shot put, 440 and 880-yard relays, BEST PREPS
Dunbar's 1:53.3 half-mile is the
discus, hop-step-jump, 100-yard
dash, pole vault, and high jump. fastest high school 880 in the na
tion this year, third fastest in
BEST SHOT-PUTTERS
prep history, and the fastest ever
Most likely to go will be the by a high school junior. Farmer
shot put record. Four of history's has been tabbed as a 1960 Olympic
five 60-foot shot putters will com decathlon prospect and ranks
pete in the WCR with USC inel among northern California lead
igible Dave Davis joining O'Brien, ers in four events.
Long, and Nieder in a great field.
In the junior college division
O'Brien, who'll compete unat national records may fall or be
tached, holds the listed world rec equalled in the mile, two-mile, and
ord of 63' 2". But that mark has medley relays, the 100-yard dash,
already been equalled this spring and the broad jump.
by Long, USC's freshman sensa
Heading the list of JC stars is
tion, and surpassed by Nieder, a a thin sophomore distance ace
soldier at the Presidio of San from Santa Ana College, Charley
Francisco, who put the 16-pound Clark. Clark has already broken
ball 63' 8V2" in Honolulu earlier the national JC mile and two-mile
this month.
records this season with clock
Another record possibility is in ings of 4:11.6 and 9:05.1 respect
the discuss, where ex-USC star ively.
Rink Babka continues his assault
on Fortune Gordien's world rec
ord of 194' 6". Babka's best 1959
throw is "only" 190' 2" but he had
a 198' 10" heave last year which

LISTEN TO
KCVN
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FUNDAMENTALS ARE STRESSED
Meet Your Coach AS FOOTBALL IS UNDERWAY
Sid (Casey) Hall
By FRANK LOWERY

Coach Sid (Casey) Hall, head
baseball coach for the past two
years, and assistant football
coach, has put away the baseball
spikes for the year and put on
football cleats in preparation of
spring football practice which will
begin next week.
Although Hall is regarded as a
very able assistant to Coach
Moose Meyers, Hall has attained
his coaching fame in baseball. For
the past two years, Hall has pro
duced some fine COP baseball
squads that he has attainted the
nickname of Casey, after Casey
Stengal for you non-baseball fans.
The "Big Man" came into the
world in 1926 in Mariposa, Cali
fornia, which he still calls home.
Hall attended grade school there,
and starred in football, basketball,
baseball, and track at Mariposa
High School.
After high school Sid spent
three years in the U.S. Navy, 30
months of which were on a fleet
tanker in the South Pacific from
1943-1946.

Fifty-six Bengal Tigers reported
for spring football practice Mon
day afternoon under the guidance
of COP's head mentor, Jack
Moose" Myers.
Myers wasted no time in get
ting the players into action as
they held a light scrimmage with
emphasis on moving the ball
from the 30 yard line. A couple of
new running plays were explained
to the squad.
Scrimmages are scheduled for
Thursdays and Saturdays of the
first two weeks, and then they
will be shifted to Tuesdays and
Saturdays. They are open to the
public.

GOOD SHAPE
According to Myers the players
are'in pretty good shape, as most
of the gridders have been playing
baseball or participating in track,
and therefore are' in good shape
physically. Thus the emphasis
will be on fundamentals instead
of conditioning.
In Monday's light scrimmage
Ail-American Dick Bass displayed
some of his great ball packing
skills during several short speed
bursts from scrimmage.
The spring football practice will
be climaxed by the second annual

Varsity-Alumni game on May 29,
which proved so popular with the
public last year. Many former Ti
ger stars who are now profes
sional standouts will be on hand
to see if they can make it two
straight over the varsity.
Complete list of 1959 Bengals:
LE—Ola Murcliison, Jim Storms,
Mike Pence, Gene Pike, Mike
Hart, Larkin Bryant. LT—Bob
Denton, John Ransome, Larry
Jones, Dolphus Trotter. LG—Carl
Kammerer, Dan Silva, Jim Hest
er, Bruce Adams, Merlin Lund.
C—Ken Castles, Bob Mazzuca,
Dick Nemetz, Wayne Clem, Leon
Watkins. RG—Willie Hector, Joe
Malpasuto, Noel Manoukian, Li
onel Sequeira, George King. RT—
Wayne Hawkins, Gary Giovannoni, Carl Overstreet, Dave Norseth.
RE—Ed Sowash, Gene Stafford,
Joy Gritts, Gary Johnson, Bill
Fowler. LH—Dick Bass, Bill Bail
ey, Bob Cabanyog, Gary Russell.
FB—Herman Urenda, Henry Wal
lace, Dick Scott, Kirk Hepworth,
Ed Schwartz, John Hunter. RH—
Chuck Lander, Tony Aflague, Ed
die Kotal, Loyal Miner, Duane
Scott. QB—Gary Hubb, Bob Gab
tis, Chuck Verduzco, Earl Moreno,
Alan Saunders, Neil Gereb, Bob
Vander Wall, Greg Stikes.

SPORT DESK CHATTER
By SAL CORTES

This Saturday is the 32nd run
ning of the West Coast Relays in
Fresno. The world's greatest
trackmen arrive from all parts of
the world to participate in this
great extravaganza.
Looking through some of the re
ports that have arrived from Fres
no I found some interesting side
lights of the annual event.
First of all in 1930 when Frank
Wykoff of USC turned in the first
accepted clocking of 9.4 seconds
for the 100 yards dash, the referee
of' the meet who signed the ap
plication for record recognition
was our own Amos Alonzo Stagg
then of Chicago. When 18 years
later another USC sprinter, Mel
Patton finally cracked Wykoff's
mark with a 9.3 at the West Coast
Relays in 1948, the meet referee
who double checked on the race
and turned in the application for

Upon discharge and with all
his medals he enrolled at Bakersfield JC, and spent two years
there starring in football and
track. After that, Hall was
brought into the Tigers lair for
two years and proved so out
standing, he was drafted by the
Chicago Bears and played one
season with the Dallas Texans
(a southern boy, you know).
He played center and lineback
er. Sid then turned to coaching,
and became assistant coach of
Porterville JC under Wayne Har
din who is now head coach at An
napolis. He became head coach at
Porterville for the 1955 and '56
pus. While coaching Freshman
seasons.
In 1957 and 1958 Hall attended football and varsity baseball, Sid
classes and coached here on cam- is pursuing his masters degree,
which should be bestowed on him
this summer. Hall will also be
REAL ITALIAN PIZZA (CHEESE)
out this Spring with Moose My
Small 75c
ers, giving the Tigers (censored)
SPAGHETTI AL DENTE
with plenty of sauce — 50c
in spring training. He gets his
masters this summer, but I doubt
if jolly Sid will ever move too far
1019 N. WILSON WAY HO 5-7594
away from COP.

BERRY'S PIZZERIA

recognition of the record was —
once again Amos Alonzo Stagg.
In 32 runnings of the Relays,
every running event on the pro
gram but one. The two mile re
lay, has escaped the record on
slaught at the Fresno meets.
The Fresno Relays is not only a
showcase for the track and field
stars of today; it's an incubator for
the stars of tomorrow. Just a few
of the Olympic champions a n d
world record holders who first ap
peared at the relays as high school
athletes include: Walter Marty,
Dutch Warmerdam, Bob Mathias,
Sim Iness, Charles Dumas, Leamon King, Lon Spurrier, and Rafer Johnson.
And to conclude on a humorous
note, in the history of the relays
no one wil ever forget Barney
Willis of the 1939 meet. It is said
that he literally was caught with
his pants down when the 880 yard
relay started just as he was re
moving his sweat suit. He ran the
anchor leg for the USC Trojans
holding his pants with one hand
and the baton in the other. Willis
breasted the tape as the winner
just as the sweat pants slipped
from his grasp and sagged to the
ground.
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Netters Complete
Tennis Season

this last weekend to participate in
the WCAC tournament competi
tion. Playing both singles a n d
doubles, they moved through the
first round of competition only to
By GEORGE NIESEN
be downed in the second set of
Tomy Lee, an English
Pacific netmen completed their matches by strong San Jose State
breed three-year-old, breezed 1959 season last Wednesday, April and Pepperdine netters.
The Spartan team took the hon
through the mile and one quar 29, in losing to the Santa Clara
ter Derby oval in 2:02 1/5 to Broncs, 5-2. This loss left the Ti ors this year but were hard pres
nose out Sword Dancer, before gers with a 5 won 6 loss record sed by the defending champions
from Pepperdine, who took second
an estimated 100,000 racing for the year.
fans at last Saturday's Ken
After Dick Walsh and Don Lan- place in the tournament.
tucky Derby in Louisville.
In the first action, Landeck beat
deck lost the number one and
Tomy Lee, piloted by 25 two singles matches, Tom Maro- Grasso of St. Mary's, 6-3 6-3 and
year old Willie "The Shoe" vich came through with the only Walsh defeated Sanchet of Loyola
Shoemaker, led the field of 17 singles win for the Bengals as he 6-1, 6-3. As a team in doubles
to bring the 85th Derby trophy defeated Jerry Hankel 6-1, 9-7. Bill competition, they clobbered San
to his Texas owner Fred Tur Powell and Ron Helgeson lost chet and Allen of Loyola 6-0, 6-4,
ner, Jr. First Landing, with 5- their matches in singles competi before losing out in the second
round to Ellis and Johnson of
Derby-winner Eddie Arcaro up, tion also.
Walsh and Landeck brought Pepperdine.
finished a driving third.
In singles play, both Walsh and
home the only other point for
Tomy Lee galloped away Pacific as they teamed up to score Landeck lost out in the second
witli $119,650 of the $163,750 a doubles victory. Marovich and round, Walsh to Merlino of Pep
purse.
P o w e l l l o s t t h e i r m a t c h i n t h e perdine, and Landeck to Schaefer
Mutuel payoff: Tomy Lee doubles division
of San Jose State.
Much experience was gained by
$9.40, $4.80, $3.80; Sword Danc
Post season tournament play
er $9.00, $6.20; First Landing however, was in order for Pacif these two in this tournament, and
$4.00.
i c ' s t o p t w o m e n a s W a l s h a n d it was a fitting reward for two
Landeck journeyed to San Jose fine tennis players.

TOMY LEE'S NOSE
WINS DERBY

EDITOR
_
qi. rniiTPc
REPORTERS: George Xiesen Larry Pitman, Bruce kieiman, Jerry Kitav, Dick
Bass, Jerry Garter, Lrank Lowery, Jim Nixon, and Bruce McClain

BOB HICKS VOTED AS
OUTSTANDING ATHLETE

Fitting every requirement per
fectly, the enormously popular
Bobby Hicks was elected by the
student body to be the first re
cipient for the Galen Laack Mem
orial Trophy as the outstanding
athlete of the senior class.
Bobby, a 22 year old physical
education major, was a member
of Pacific's football team last sem
ester.
In order to be eligible for this
award Hicks had to be active in
campus activities, to have had a
good scholastic standing, to have
been on good terms with the ad-

Baseballers End
With Respectable
League Record
Tiger baseball fortunes rose
this past season for the first time
in many years. The baseballers
ended their West Coast Athletic
conference season with an 8 win
8 loss record.
The Tigers might have had a
better season had they not lost Ed
Sowash, their power hitting first
baseman and Dick Bass their fleet
centerfielder. The two players
quit the squad to concentrate on
studies. These loses came when
the Tigers trailed the first place
Santa Clara Broncos by just a
couple of games.
BRIGHT SIDE
On the bright side the pitching
of Gene Stafford and Bob Coronado at times was brilliant. The
three Bobs—Mazzuca, Gatiss and
Luriero supplied most of the
power in the COP attack. Next
year- promises to be a brighter
season.
Coach Sid
(Casey)
Hall
summed up the season by saying,
"It was a much improved team
from past COP teams." Now that
the season is over he is looking
forward to next year when the
Tigers should be better because
of sixteen returning lettermen
with one more season of exper
ience.

ministration and to be outstand
ing in the sport in which he par
ticipated.
Bobby, a 190 pound halfback,
had the earmarks of future glory
even in high school. He attended
Lassen Union High School where
he lettered in football, basketball,
track, and baseball. The senior
year was eventful for Bob as he
was named on the All North State
football team and elected student
body president by his fellow stud
ents.
As Bobby receives his award,
he will be setting precedent at Pa
cific since he is the first recipient
of the honor. The trophy was do
nated by Delta Upsilon fraternity
in memory of their deceased bro
ther Galen Laack. Recently killed
in an auto accident, Laack was
well known for being an outstand
ing individual as well as being a
football star for Pacific and the
professional Philadelphia Eagles.
The personable Hicks was
elected by popular vote of the
student body over outstanding
members of seven other sports—
a great honor for a very deserv
ing person.
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Arts

•

Tom Cloud
Marsha McDonnell, John Fisher, Tony Beltramo

WHO'S WHO
IN MUSIC

ist, and he will be "thee" best
someday." (She should know — he
happens to be her accompanist.)
Another COP prima donna, Dol
ores Gibson had this to say: "He's
By TOM CLOUD
cute—versatile; in other words
One wonders how some individ he is the most." (What loyalty
uals, especially those with artistic these music majors have for one
temperaments, can reconcile their another!)
personal life with so many worth
When I asked Paul to tell me
while and yet so many rah-rah ac something intimate about himself,
tivities, at the same time, here at he like all the rest, immediately
college. Paul Switzler may very became dubious to my intentions.
well have the answer to this dis His choice answer was: "My arm
tressing dilemma. Completely un pits smell unless I put deodorant
pretentious and sincere — almost under them. Also I have athletes
to a point beyond endurance, is foot." I asked him what he thought
this energetic freshman from Taft, caused this latter ailment of his.
California, who is involved not He grinned — a Switzler grin —
only-in a very socially active life and said, "Wearing the same pair
— but is also on the top of the heap of sox for a week." It's no wonder,
of academic honors. A life mem I thought to myself. This guy nev
ber of California Scholastic Fed er sleeps. He's always busy and
eration, Paul, in his first semester forever practicing the piano.
here at COP, made the Dean's list.
When I asked Switzler to tell me
At the present, and it is highly about things he didn't like here at
improbable that he will change. COP, he numbered them as fol
Paul is a music major. When it lows: "Tom Cloud, my roommate
comes to talent he seems unlimi Dean Betz (He was given a notice
ted. He sings, he dances, he plays to clean his room up!), and music
scholarships (they aren't b i g
enough!) Then he laughed and
said that all but the first one was
said in jest. Actually, Paul had
further superlatives to extend to
COP, especially the music depart
ment. He rattled off several nice
compliments about — of all people
—his teachers. (Well, as I said be
fore, he is rather naive!)
This summer, Paul will play his
piano for about 6 hours a day—
occasionally take a breather out
for some sleep. When I inquired
again about his future, he simply
replied: "Right now I'm only 18,
and the world is a wonder glass to
me — and maybe I'm a wonder to
the world... I have dreams." Then
the piano superbly, and as one of he quickly added: "My star shines
his friends said. "He's real hep — so brightly that your column won't
he swings, too."
dim it Tom Cloud." As I said be
Paul also has a keen wit. When fore, I like this guy — he's for
I asked him what his ambition real .. .
was, he caustically remarked: "Oh
Please don't paint me as the true
artist I am, Mr. Cloud ... Here you
have picked the most insignificant
person on campus to interview.
Now I have risen from oblivion to
After a lapse of thirty years
fame" ... (I thought to myself:
'I may be ill!') Nevertheless, I let The Dial will resume publication
him ramble on as he told me more as a magazine of fiction. It will
appear four times a year begin
about himself.
Switzler has a fine past record ning October, 1959.
This announcement serves
of accomplishments. He placed,
last year, second in the California also as a solicitation for manu
Exchange Club Search For Talent. scripts. The Dial will consider fic
He also was given the honor of tion in English, including transla
being one of the four finalists to tions, from all parts of the world.
attend the much coveted Kimber The minimum rate will be $100 a
Award Ceremonies. (All definite story and the maximum, $1500.
signs that he does have talent.) In addition to short stories, The
While here at COP, Paul has had a Dial will publish self-contained
minor role in Dr. Underwood's op sections from novels in progress.
era production of the "Bartered The Dial will have neither the
Bride." His flair for dramatics taboos nor the concern with read
was evident and he performed bet er reaction which make many a
ter than mediocre, although one of magazine editorially timid. The
his closest friends kept upstaging Dial will not identify itself with
him constantly . . . Sometime this any literary school or style of
month, Paul will again appear on writing.
the Conservatory's stage; where
To encourage the writing of
in, he will play for his audience fiction of quality, The Dial will
two Debussy Preludes. (Debussy sponsor The Dial Award, a prize
is his favorite composer—and if of $1,000. Every piece which ap
he could, Switzler would like to pears in the magazine will be con
someday follow "somewhat" in sidered in the competition.
his footsteps.)
All manuscripts should be ad
Now, what do the girls think dressed to The Editor, James H.
about him! Well, Hildegard So- Silberman, The Dial Press, 461
browsky had this choice comment Fourth Avenue, New York 16,
to make: "He is an excellent pian New York.

LITERARY MAGAZINE
TO RE PUBLISHED

THE
POETRY
COLUMN
IT WAS
It was just a cup of coffee
Nothing very much
Warming the spirit
Of early morning grog.
It was like a baptism
Washing away the stain of
listless fog.
The purifying liquid
penetrated deep
Foring the passage into the
Keroaucian leap.
Brown, wet, warm
Sweet . . . the Keroaucian leap.
I jumped off the path
Paused a moment
And plunged into oblivion
The nothingless of cooldom
Lolling in the vacuum of
Uncertainty.
—Sarah Nelson
POEMS
I close my eyes toward
The burning sun.
Nothing, nothing to breathe
For this moment.
—Masako Murayama
The trees near by,
The trees far away.
All, all in flushing green,
Leaps into my hidden scar.
— Masako Murayama
Again the young leaves' flutter
And again the young leaves'
scent
Blinds my thoughts a moment.
— Masako Murayama
Leaping for joy to find
A bit of snow like a pearl,
I go the mountain path.
— Masako Murayama
ONE HEART'S FAREWELL
You say hello one bright and
shining morning
The earth spins faster
Love comes rushing in to warm
your heart
The time passes as a bird flying
from a Hunter's gleaming gun
Then —- All is dark
The wild blue flowers fade,
leaves turn
To brown, fall and blow away
as winter draws night
Your warm heart turns to ice
Love's time has come and gone
Goodbye so sad a heart.
— Barbara Hartman
ONCE ERE
Once ere o'er the misty sea
The clouds looked down and
wept on me.
I searched the heavens up above
And asked of them, Where art
my love?
The clouds still wept and
through their tears
I found that God was very near.
He answered, "Love, where can
it be found?
Why, look in the sky, the sea,
the ground.
Love is around you everywhere
All you must do is find it there."
Now the cloudy look down and
smile at me
And disappeared has the misty
sea.
—Carole Anderson

POEM FOR THE PROUD
In all small people
are big ideas
And we
figments of some bum's mind
or maybe not
are big or small
all in relation to the size
of our ideas.
Come see the circus clown dance on
a cross of stolen gold
Or an exodus from the wrong place
to the wrong place
led by the wrong man.
At a place where infants take first
steps to the toilets
And little girls know really what little
boys are made of
The city with refuse of the
big ten laws
and with no curbs at the gutters of
whore-shin covered streets.
Panders made presidents
Mobsters made mayors
Vice made virtue
Pornography made precious
and where
In all small people . . .
And we, with our fifes of fiction
music play to the funeral pyre
(big ideas in all small people)
placed alphabetically ... by loudness . .
-John Fisher
ENOUGH
The steeple is broken so rudely by the bars
of my four-square window,
That it seems to lose its pomp and artificial
symmetry.
.
And strangely the brass bells, which often wake
me by their doldrum pealing,
Are evident only by their scraping cough heard
now and then.
Some trees are dancing in the breeze as though
each leaf was trying desperately
To pirouette with rhythmless accuracy upon
the next.
I often gaze upon such scenes and feel a surge
of reverence purge my thoughts
But as the room lights up, the steeple fades;—
I'll turn the page to see who knifed the butler.
—Lynn Engdahl
REFLECTIONS
All of everything that I do
Is a reflection of my love for
you.
A blond-headed girl
Walking down the street
With books in her hand
And a pin on her sweater
Is lovely
To look at
But that's all.
—Bruce Kleinman

And remembering this, I hope
you'll find
A love for me that's warm and
kind.
And hope, my love, you'll
never see
All the faults I hide in me.
And wear a mask our whole
lives through
A mask of faith that sees me
true.
— Marsha McDonnell

"me
<3nd
By WALT CHRISTOPHERSEN

To Be or Not To Be, That is The Question every week when it
comes to writing this column. As you see, this week, it is to be.
This is Socrates' week off, so this column almost didn't make
it since we both usually collaborate on it. At any rate, he left me to
think for myself. I'm smoking Pall Malls.
Well, this is the big weekend . . . Mardi Gras ... a little bit of
New Orleans transported to Stockton town. A carnival atmosphere,
colorful costumes, dancing to the sound of an exciting big band,
and other little things make this one of the most anticipated week
ends of the semester. Have a ball.
Monday nite, May 18, is the big night for those people who en
joy Broadway shows. The celebrated musical-comedy hit, "Lil' Abner", is slated for a one nite stand at 8:30 that night at the Civic
Auditorium. Interested? Miracle Music has complete details.
One of the most exciting singers to come along in quite a while
is a tall, gaunt young man named Frank D'Rone. Frank, who you
may have been lucky enough to witness at San Francisco's "hungry
The lady of the river
i", had his first album released by Mercury during the past weekGot a sliver in her liver.
Well, that's it for this weakly week. Be sure to tune in again
Did she quiver?
next week to see if Superman will survive in his struggle against
I'll say she did.
the forces of evil without his security cape. (Well, you have to end
—Stolen by K. Scheufele it somehow.)

